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(54) Printer and method of printing

(57) The technique of the present invention pre-
vents a variation in hitting positions of two different types
of ink droplets (IPs, IPm) ejected in two pixels, which
adjoin each other in a main scanning direction, in re-
sponse to a first driving pulse and a second driving
pulse. The process of the invention drives each piezo-
electric element on a print head in response to a driving
signal, which may selectively include two different driv-
ing pulses in one recording cycle. When one dot is cre-
ated in each of two adjoining pixels in the main scanning
direction, either a driving signal A or a driving signal B
is generated to control the dot creation. The driving sig-
nal A includes a first pulse in a first cycle and a second
pulse in a second cycle, whereas the driving signal B
includes the second pulse in the first cycle and the first
pulse in the second cycle. The process regulates an
ejecting speed (Vm1) of a small ink droplet (IPs) corre-
sponding to the first pulse, an ejecting speed (Vm2) of
large ink droplet (IPm) corresponding to the second
pulse, and a variation in time difference between the
ejecting timing of the first ink droplet and the ejecting
timing of the second ink droplet in the case of a driving
signal A and in the case of a driving signal B, according
to a platen gap. This enables a distance (S3) between
the hitting positions of the small ink droplet (IPs) and the
large ink droplet (IPm) in the case of the driving signal
A to be equal to a distance (S13) between the hitting
positions of the small ink droplet (IPs) and the large ink
droplet (IPm) in the case of the driving signal B.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a technique of printing an image on a printing medium, and more specifically
to a printing technique that records two pixels adjoining to each other in a main scanning direction with a plurality of
ink droplets.
[0002] Ink jet printers that eject ink droplets from a head are widely used as an output device of a computer. The
conventional ink jet printers reproduce each pixel by only two values, that is, the on state and the off state. Multi-value
printers, which have been proposed recently, on the other hand, reproduce each pixel by three or greater values.
[0003] One of such multi-value printers selectively ejects a first ink droplet, which has a relatively small quantity of
ink, and a second ink droplet, which has a greater quantity of ink than that of the first ink droplet, in the area of one
pixel. This configuration enables reproduction of four tones, that is, the state of no dot creation where neither the first
ink droplet nor the second ink droplet is ejected, the state of small dot creation where only the first ink droplet is ejected,
the state of medium dot creation where only the second ink droplet is ejected, and the state of large dot creation where
both the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet are ejected. The arrangement of ejecting the two different types of
ink droplets is actualized by driving the print head in response to a driving signal, which may selectively include a first
driving pulse and a second driving pulse within one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing.
[0004] In the prior art technique, there are some cases in which two different types of dots are created respectively
in two pixels adjoining to each other in the main scanning direction in response to different driving pulses selected out
of the first and the second driving pulses. The positions of these two adjoining dots in the main scanning direction
created by the prior art technique are, however, varied to cause a positional deviation. Namely there is a difference
between a first state, in which a dot is created in the first pixel in response to the first driving pulse and a dot is created
in the latter pixel in response to the second driving pixel, and a second state, in which a dot is created in the first pixel
in response to the second driving pulse and a dot is created in the latter pixel in response to the first driving pixel. The
subsequent image processing does not practically distinguish between the first state and the second state. The prior
art technique accordingly fails in faithful reproduction of print data of interest generated as a result of the image process-
ing, which causes deterioration of the picture quality of the resulting printed image.
[0005] Fig. 25 shows the positions of two different types of dots, a small dot and a medium dot, created in the first
state and in the second state. Lattices in Fig. 25 represent boundaries of pixel areas, and each square area defined
by a lattice corresponds to the area of one pixel. An ink droplet is ejected from a print head (not shown) into each pixel,
while the print head moves in the main scanning direction. In the example of Fig. 25, recording is carried out in the first
state with regard to two pixels, a k-th pixel and a (k+1)-th pixel (where k is a positive number), that are included in a
first raster line L1 and adjoin to each other in the main scanning direction. Recording is carried out in the second state,
on the other hand, with regard to two pixels, a k-th pixel and a (k+1)-th pixel, that are included in a second raster line
L2 and adjoin to each other in the main scanning direction.
[0006] As clearly understood from the drawing of Fig. 25, in the prior art technique, the hitting positions of the two
ink droplets ejected in the two adjoining pixels, the k-th and (k+1)-th pixels, on the first raster line L1 are different from
those on the second raster line L2. The ink droplet for recording the k-th pixel in the main scanning direction hits on
the left half of the pixel area in the first raster line L1, but hits on the right half of the pixel area in the second raster line
L2. On the contrary, the ink droplet for recording the (k+1)-th pixel hits on the right half of the pixel area in the first
raster line L1, but hits on the left half of the pixel area in the second raster line L2. The subsequent image processing
does not distinguish between the two dots on the first raster line L1 and the two dots on the second raster line L2. The
small dot is, however, apart from the medium dot on the first raster line L1, whereas the medium dot is close to or even
integrated with the small dot on the second raster line L2. This results in a density difference and roughness in the
resulting reproduced image.
[0007] In the conventional multi-value ink jet printer, the hitting positions of the two different types of ink droplets in
the main scanning direction, which are ejected in the two adjoining pixels, are varied in the first state and in the second
state discussed above. The variation in hitting positions unfavorably deteriorates the picture quality of the resulting
printed image.
[0008] The object of the present invention is thus to prevent deterioration of the picture quality of a resulting printed
image, which is ascribed to a variation in hitting positions of two different types of ink droplets ejected in two pixels,
which adjoin to each other in a main scanning direction, in response to different driving pulses selected out of a first
driving pulse and a second driving pulse in a state where a dot is created in a first pixel in response to the first driving
pulse and a dot is created in a latter pixel in response to the second driving pulse and in an inverted state.
[0009] At least part of the above and the other related objects is attained by a first printer that prints an image on a
printing medium while carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative to the printing medium. The first printer
includes: the print head that has a plurality of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating elements, which respectively
correspond to the plurality of nozzles, each of the pressure generating elements being driven in response to a driving
signal, so as to cause an ink droplet to be ejected from the corresponding nozzle against the printing medium; and a
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head driving control unit that controls the driving signal output to the print head and thereby causes the print head to
print an image on the printing medium. The head driving control unit includes: a driving signal generating unit that
generates the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving pulse and a second driving pulse in one printing
period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse causing a first ink droplet to be ejected from each of
the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first driving pulse and causing a second ink droplet to be ejected from
each of the nozzles; and a driving signal specification unit that specifies the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse, in order to cause three factors, that is, an ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, an
ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, and a variation in time difference between the
first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively
output to adjoining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a predetermined relationship, which
depends upon a distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, thereby causing a variation in distance
between a hitting position of the first ink droplet and a hitting position of the second ink droplet when the first driving
pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted
sequence to be within a preset value.
[0010] In the first printer of the above arrangement, the pressure generating element is driven in response to the
driving signal that selectively include the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse, which respectively correspond
to the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet, in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing. This
arrangement enables two different types of ink droplets to be ejected from the corresponding nozzle on the print head.
When two different types of dots are created in two pixels adjoining to each other in the main scanning direction, the
first driving pulse and the second driving pulse may be output respectively in the two adjoining pixels in this sequence
or in the inverted sequence. The driving signal specification unit specifies the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse, in order to cause three factors, that is, the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium,
the ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, and the variation in time difference between
the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are re-
spectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a predetermined
relationship, which depends upon the distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium. This enables a variation
in distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the hitting position of the second ink droplet when
the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and
in the inverted sequence to be within a preset value.
[0011] In the first printer of the present invention, even if the waveform of the driving signal is changed from a first
driving waveform to a second driving waveform, the distance between the hitting positions of the first ink droplet and
the second ink droplet ejected in the two pixels adjoining to each other in the main scanning direction is kept to a
substantially fixed value. This arrangement accordingly enables the positional relationship between two dots created
by the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet to be kept in a substantially fixed state, irrespective of the waveform
of the driving signal. This ensures the faithful reproduction of print data of interest and thereby effectively prevents
deterioration of the picture quality of the resulting printed image.
[0012] In accordance with one preferable application of the first printer, the predetermined relationship adopted in
the driving signal specification unit is expressed by an inequality given below:

where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the ejecting
speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, T0 denotes the variation in time difference between the
first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively
output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, Vc denotes a moving speed of the print
head, PG denotes the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium, and R denotes a size of one dot that
depends upon a printing resolution.
[0013] This arrangement enables the distance between the hitting positions of the first ink droplet and the second
ink droplet recorded in one pixel to be within half the size of one dot that depends upon the printing resolution.
[0014] In accordance with another preferable application of the first printer, the predetermined relationship adopted
in the driving signal specification unit is expressed by an equation given below:

where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the ejecting
speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, T0 denotes the variation in time difference between the

Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1) ≤ R/2

1/Vm1 - 1/Vm2 = T0/PG
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first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively
output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, and PG denotes the distance from the
nozzle of interest to the printing medium.
[0015] This arrangement enables the distance between the hitting positions of the first ink droplet and the second
ink droplet recorded in one pixel to be substantially equal to zero.
[0016] In accordance with one preferable embodiment of the first printer, the driving signal specification unit includes
a control quantity regulation unit that regulates a control quantity, in which only the variation in time difference is variable
among the three factors, so as to specify the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse.
[0017] In accordance with another preferable embodiment of the first printer, the driving signal specification unit
includes a control quantity regulation unit that regulates a control quantity, in which only the ejecting speed of the first
ink droplet towards the printing medium and the ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium
are variable among the three factors, so as to specify the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse.
[0018] These arrangements restrict the control quantity regulated by the driving signal specification unit and thereby
facilitate the control procedure.
[0019] In accordance with one preferable application of the first printer, the print head generates a fine satellite
particle in the process of separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both
the main particle and the satellite particle. The distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the
hitting position of the second ink droplet regulated by the driving signal specification unit is calculated on the assumption
that the hitting position of each ink droplet is in the middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position
of the satellite particle.
[0020] This arrangement enables the technique of the first printer to be applied for the case in which an ink droplet
ejected from the nozzle on the print head is divided into the main particle and the satellite particle.
[0021] In accordance with another preferable application of the first printer, the driving signal generating unit gener-
ates the driving signal that selectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause at least three ink
droplets to be ejected from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing. The driving
signal specification unit applies the technique of specification of the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse for
a combination of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among ejection of the at least three ink droplets in
response to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize a variation in distance between hitting positions of
the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink droplets are ejected in a certain sequence and in an inverted
sequence.
[0022] In this arrangement, printing is carried out in response to a driving signal, which may selectively include three
or more driving pulses in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing. This enables ejection of three or
more different types of ink droplets in the area of one pixel. Combination of these ink droplets ensures at least 2x2x2=8
reproducible tones. This arrangement also reduces the variation in distance between the hitting positions of the two
selected ink droplets, with regard to the combination of two ink droplets that has a maximum variation in distance when
the two selected ink droplets are ejected in the certain sequence and in the inverted sequence. In the structure that
enables each pixel to be recorded with three or more ink droplets, this arrangement thus effectively prevents deterio-
ration of the picture quality of the resulting printed image.
[0023] The present invention is also directed to a second printer that prints an image on a printing medium while
carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative to the printing medium. The second printer includes: the print
head that has a plurality of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating elements, which respectively correspond to
the plurality of nozzles, each of the pressure generating elements being driven in response to a driving signal, so as
to cause an ink droplet to be ejected from the corresponding nozzle against the printing medium; a head driving control
unit that generates the driving signal generates the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving pulse and a
second driving pulse in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse causing a first
ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first driving pulse and causing
a second ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles, and outputs the driving signal to the print head, thereby
causing the print head to print an image on the printing medium; and a platen gap specification unit that specifies a
distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, in order to cause three factors, that is, an ejecting speed of
the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, an ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing
medium, and a variation in time difference between the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first
driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to adjoining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted
sequence, to satisfy a predetermined relationship, which depends upon the distance from the nozzle of interest to the
printing medium, thereby causing a variation in distance between a hitting position of the first ink droplet and a hitting
position of the second ink droplet when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to
the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence to be within a preset value.
[0024] The second printer of the above configuration specifies the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing
medium and accordingly exerts the similar effects to those of the first printer discussed above.
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[0025] In accordance with one preferable application of the second printer, the print head generates a fine satellite
particle in the process of separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both
the main particle and the satellite particle. The distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the
hitting position of the second ink droplet regulated by the platen gap specification unit is calculated on the assumption
that the hitting position of each ink droplet is in the middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position
of the satellite particle.
[0026] This arrangement enables the technique of the second printer to be applied for the case in which an ink droplet
ejected from the nozzle on the print head is divided into the main particle and the satellite particle.
[0027] In accordance with another preferable application of the second printer, the head driving control unit generates
the driving signal that selectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause at least three ink
droplets to be ejected from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing. The platen
gap specification unit applies the technique of specification of the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing
medium for a combination of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among ejection of the at least three ink
droplets in response to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize a variation in distance between hitting
positions of the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink droplets are ejected in a certain sequence and in
an inverted sequence.
[0028] This arrangement enables the technique of the second printer to be applied for the case in which one pixel
is recorded with three or more ink droplets.
[0029] The present invention is further directed to a first method of printing an image on a printing medium while
carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative to the printing medium, wherein the print head has a plurality
of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating elements, which respectively correspond to the plurality of nozzles,
each of the pressure generating elements being driven in response to a driving signal, so as to cause an ink droplet
to be ejected from the corresponding nozzle against the printing medium. The first method includes the step of: (a)
controlling the driving signal output to the print head and thereby causing the print head to print an image on the printing
medium. The step (a) includes the steps of: (al) generating the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving
pulse and a second driving pulse in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse
causing a first ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first driving pulse
and causing a second ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles; and (a2) specifying the first driving pulse and
the second driving pulse, in order to cause three factors, that is, an ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the
printing medium, an ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, and a variation in time
difference between the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second
driving pulse are respectively output to adjoining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a
predetermined relationship, which depends upon a distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, thereby
causing a variation in distance between a hitting position of the first ink droplet and a hitting position of the second ink
droplet when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this
sequence and in the inverted sequence to be within a preset value.
[0030] Like the first printer discussed above, the first method enables the positional relationship between two dots
created by the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet to be kept in a substantially fixed state, irrespective of the
waveform of the driving signal. This ensures the faithful reproduction of print data of interest and thereby effectively
prevents deterioration of the picture quality of the resulting printed image.
[0031] In accordance with one preferable application of the first method, the predetermined relationship adopted in
the step (a2) is expressed by an inequality given below:

where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the ejecting
speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, T0 denotes the variation in time difference between the
first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively
output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, Vc denotes a moving speed of the print
head, PG denotes the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium, and R denotes a size of one dot that
depends upon a printing resolution.
[0032] In accordance with another preferable application of the first method, the predetermined relationship adopted
in the step (a2) is expressed by an equation given below:

Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1) ≤ R/2

1/Vm1 - 1/Vm2 = T0/PG
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where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the ejecting
speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, T0 denotes the variation in time difference between the
first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively
output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, and PG denotes the distance from the
nozzle of interest to the printing medium.
[0033] In accordance with one favorable embodiment of the first method, the step (a2) includes the step of regulating
a control quantity, in which only the variation in time difference is variable among the three factors, so as to specify the
first driving pulse and the second driving pulse.
[0034] In accordance with another preferable embodiment of the first method, the step (a2) includes the step of
regulating a control quantity, in which only the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium and
the ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium are variable among the three factors, so as
to specify the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse.
[0035] In accordance with one preferable application of the first method, the print head generates a fine satellite
particle in the process of separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both
the main particle and the satellite particle. The distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the
hitting position of the second ink droplet regulated in the step (a2) is calculated on the assumption that the hitting
position of each ink droplet is in the middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position of the satellite
particle.
[0036] In accordance with another preferable application of the first method, the step (al) includes the step of gen-
erating the driving signal that selectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause at least three
ink droplets to be ejected from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing. The
step (a2) includes the step of applying the technique of specification of the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse for a combination of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among ejection of the at least three ink
droplets in response to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize a variation in distance between hitting
positions of the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink droplets are ejected in a certain sequence and in
an inverted sequence.
[0037] The present invention is also directed to a second method of printing an image on a printing medium while
carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative to the printing medium, wherein the print head has a plurality
of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating elements, which respectively correspond to the plurality of nozzles,
each of the pressure generating elements being driven in response to a driving signal, so as to cause an ink droplet
to be ejected from the corresponding nozzle against the printing medium. The second method includes the steps of:
(a) generating the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving pulse and a second driving pulse in one printing
period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse causing a first ink droplet to be ejected from each of
the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first driving pulse and causing a second ink droplet to be ejected from
each of the nozzles, and outputting the driving signal to the print head, thereby causing the print head to print an image
on the printing medium; and (b) specifying a distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, in order to cause
three factors, that is, an ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, an ejecting speed of the
second ink droplet towards the printing medium, and a variation in time difference between the first driving pulse and
the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to adjoining
pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a predetermined relationship, which depends upon the
distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium, thereby causing a variation in distance between a hitting
position of the first ink droplet and a hitting position of the second ink droplet when the first driving pulse and the second
driving pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence to be within
a preset value.
[0038] Like the second printer discussed above, the second method enables the positional relationship between two
dots created by the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet to be kept in a substantially fixed state, irrespective of
the waveform of the driving signal. This ensures the faithful reproduction of print data of interest and thereby effectively
prevents deterioration of the picture quality of the resulting printed image.
[0039] In accordance with one preferable application of the second method, the print head generates a fine satellite
particle in the process of separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both
the main particle and the satellite particle. The distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the
hitting position of the second ink droplet regulated in the step (b) is calculated on the assumption that the hitting position
of each ink droplet is in the middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position of the satellite particle.
[0040] In accordance with another preferable application of the second method, the step (a) includes the step of
generating the driving signal that selectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause at least
three ink droplets to be ejected from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing.
The step (b) includes the step of applying the technique of specification of the distance from the nozzle of interest to
the printing medium for a combination of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among ejection of the at least
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three ink droplets in response to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize a variation in distance between
hitting positions of the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink droplets are ejected in a certain sequence
and in an inverted sequence.
[0041] The present invention may be actualized by a variety of other possible applications. A first application is a
computer program that causes a computer to attain the functions of the head driving control unit included in the first
printer or the functions of the head driving control unit and the platen gap specification unit included in the second
printer discussed above. A second application is a computer readable recording medium, in which the computer pro-
gram is recorded. A third application is a program supply apparatus that supplies the computer program to the computer
via a communication path. Any of the above printers and the methods may be attained by downloading a required
program stored in a server on a network to the computer via the communication path and causing the computer to
execute the program.
[0042] These and other objects, features, aspects, and advantages of the present invention will become more ap-
parent from the following detailed description of the preferred embodiment with the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating the structure of a printing system that includes a printer 22
embodying the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a software configuration of the printing system;
Fig. 3 schematically illustrates the internal structure of the printer 22;
Fig. 4 shows an arrangement of nozzles on a print head 28 in the printer 22;
Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the electrical configuration of the printer 22;
Fig. 6 schematically illustrates the structure of the print head 28 with an ink supply conduit;
Fig. 7 shows the principle of ejecting an ink droplet by extension and contraction of a piezoelectric element;
Fig. 8 is a sectional view illustrating the mechanical structure of the ink ejection mechanism provided in the print
head 28;
Fig. 9 shows the principle of ejecting ink droplets in response to driving signals supplied to the piezoelectric element;
Fig. 10 shows waveforms of pulses included in a driving signal COM;
Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing the internal structure of a driving signal generating circuit 48;
Fig. 12 shows a process of determining the waveform of the driving signal COM;
Fig. 13 is a timing chart showing timings of related signals when slew rates are set in a memory using data signals;
Fig. 14 shows the state of hitting a large ink droplet and a small ink droplet ejected from the nozzle against a sheet
of printing paper;
Fig. 15 is a block diagram showing the internal structure of a piezoelectric element driving circuit 50;
Fig. 16 shows the comparison between a driving signal A and another driving signal B;
Fig. 17 shows the hitting positions of a small ink droplet, which corresponds to a first pulse, and a large ink droplet,
which corresponds to a second pulse, ejected in response to the driving signal A;
Fig. 18 shows the hitting positions of the large ink droplet, which corresponds to the second pulse, and the small
ink droplet, which corresponds to the first pulse, ejected in response to the driving signal B;
Fig. 19 shows the comparison of a distance S3 between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets shown in Fig.
17 with a distance S13 between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets shown in Fig. 18;
Fig. 20 shows the distance between two different types of dots recorded by the technique of the embodiment;
Fig. 21 is a graph showing the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink droplet plotted against the ejecting speed Vm2
of the second ink droplet in this embodiment;
Fig. 22 is a graph showing the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink droplet plotted against the ejecting speed Vm2
of the second ink droplet with regard to a variety of allowable variations D;
Fig. 23 shows the hitting positions of ink droplets when a print head that enables an ink droplet ejected from the
nozzle to be divided into a main particle and a satellite particle is driven in response to the driving signal A;
Fig. 24 shows the waveform of a driving signal that includes three or more driving pulses in one cycle corresponding
to one pixel; and
Fig. 25 shows a variation in distance between two different types of dots in the main scanning direction recorded
by the prior art technique.

A. Structure of Printing System

[0043] Fig. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating the structure of a printing system that includes a printer
embodying the present invention. The printing system includes a computer 90 connected to a scanner 12 and a color
printer 22. The computer 90 reads and executes predetermined programs to attain the functions of the printing system.
The computer 90 has a CPU 81, which executes a variety of operations for controlling processes relating to image
processing according to the programs, and other constituents that are mutually connected via a bus 80 and discussed
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below.
[0044] A ROM 82 stores in advance a variety of programs and data required for the execution of the various operations
by the CPU 81. A variety of programs and data required for the execution of the various operations by the CPU 81 are
temporarily written in and read from a RAM 83. An input interface 84 is in charge of input of signals from the scanner
12 and a keyboard 14, whereas an output interface 85 is in charge of output of data to the printer 22. CRTC 86 controls
output of signals to a color CRT display 21. A disk controller (DDC) 87 controls transmission of data to and from a hard
disk 16, a flexible disk drive 15, and a CD-ROM drive (not shown). A variety of programs loaded to the RAM 83 and
executed as well as a variety of other programs provided in the form of a device driver are stored in the hard disk 16.
[0045] A serial input-output interface (SIO) 88 is also connected to the bus 80. The SIO 88 is connected to a modem
18 and further to a public telephone network PNT via the modem 18. The computer 90 is connected with an external
network via the SIO 88 and the model 18 and may gain access to a specific server SV to download the programs
required for the image processing into the hard disk 16. Another possible application reads the required programs from
a flexible disk FD or a CD-ROM and causes the computer 90 to execute the input programs.
[0046] Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a software configuration of the printing system. The computer 90 executes
an application program 95 under a specific operating system. A video driver 91 and a printer driver 96 are incorporated
in the operating system. Intermediate image data MID are output from the application program 95 to be transferred to
the printer 22 via the printer driver 96. The application program 95, which implements required image processing, such
as retouching of images, reads an image from the scanner 12, causes the input image to be subjected to the required
image processing, and displays the processed image on the CRT display 21 via the video driver 91. The scanner 12
reads color image data from a color original and outputs the color image data as original color image data ORG, which
consists of three color components, red (R), green (G), and blue (B), to the application program 95.
[0047] When the application program 95 issues an instruction of printing, the printer driver 96 in the computer 90
receives image information from the application program 95 and converts the input image information into signals
processible by the printer 22 (in this embodiment, multi-value signals with respect to four colors, cyan, magenta, yellow,
and black). In the example of Fig. 2, the printer driver 96 includes a resolution conversion module 97, a color correction
module 98, a color correction table LUT, a halftone module 99, and a rasterizer 100.
[0048] The resolution conversion module 97 converts the resolution of the color image data processed by the appli-
cation program 95, that is, the number of pixels per unit length, into the resolution processible by the printer driver 96.
The image data with the converted resolution are still image information consisting of three color components, R, G,
and B. The color correction module 98 refers to the color correction table LUT and further converts the resolution-
converted image data with respect to each pixel into color data regarding the respective colors, cyan (C), magenta
(M), yellow (Y), and black (K), that are printable by the printer 22. The color-corrected data have tone values, for
example, in the range of 256 tones. The halftone module 99 carries out a halftone process to create dots in a dispersed
manner and enables the expression of the specified tone values by the printer 22. The printer 22 of this embodiment
is a three-value printer that enables expression of three values, that is, no creation of dot, creation of a small dot, and
creation of a large dot, with respect to each pixel as described later. The processed image data are rearranged by the
rasterizer 100 to a sequence of data to be transferred to the printer 22 and output as final image data FNL. In this
embodiment, the printer 22 only plays a role of creating dots based on the image data FNL and does not carry out the
image processing. The printer driver 96 included in the computer 90 does not regulate a piezoelectric element driving
signal (discussed later) in the printer 22. In accordance with an alternative application, the printer driver 96 may set a
plurality of pulse signals included in the piezoelectric element driving signal by taking advantage of the function of bi-
directional communication.

B. Structure of Printer

[0049] The schematic structure of the printer 22 used in this embodiment is described with the drawing of Fig. 3. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, the printer 22 has a mechanism for causing a sheet feed motor 23 to feed a sheet of printing paper
P, a mechanism for causing a carriage motor 24 to move a carriage 31 forward and backward along an axis of a platen
26, a mechanism for driving a print head 28 mounted on the carriage 31 to control the ejection of ink and creation of
dots, a control circuit 40 that controls transmission of signals to and from the sheet feed motor 23, the carriage motor
24, the print head 28, and a control panel 32, and a piezoelectric element driving circuit 50 that receives signals from
the control circuit 40 and generates driving signals for driving piezoelectric elements.
[0050] The mechanism for reciprocating the carriage 31 along the axis of the platen 26 includes a sliding shaft 34
arranged in parallel with the axis of the platen 26 for slidably supporting the carriage 31, a pulley 38, an endless drive
belt 36 spanned between the carriage motor 24 and the pulley 38, and a position sensor 39 that detects the position
of the origin of the carriage 31.
[0051] A black ink cartridge 71 for black ink (Bk) and a color ink cartridge 72 in which five color inks, that is, cyan
(C1), light cyan (C2), magenta (M1), light magenta (M2), and yellow (Y), are accommodated may be mounted on the
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carriage 31 of the printer 22. Both the higher-density ink and the lower-density ink are provided for the two colors, cyan
and magenta. A total of six ink ejection heads 61 through 66 are formed on the print head 28 that is disposed in the
lower portion of the carriage 31, and ink supply conduits 67 (see Fig. 6) are arranged upright in the bottom portion of
the carriage 31 for leading supplies of inks from ink tanks to the respective ink ejection heads 61 through 66. When
the black ink cartridge 71 and the color ink cartridge 72 are attached downward to the carriage 31, the ink supply
conduits 67 are inserted into connection apertures (not shown) formed in the respective ink cartridges 71 and 72. This
enables supplies of inks to be fed from the respective ink cartridges 71 and 72 to the ink ejection heads 61 through 66.
[0052] Fig. 4 shows an arrangement of ink jet nozzles Nz in each of the ink ejection heads 61 through 66. The
arrangement of nozzles shown in Fig. 4 includes six nozzle arrays, wherein each nozzle array ejects ink of each color
and includes forty-eight nozzles Nz arranged in zigzag at a fixed nozzle pitch k. The positions of the nozzles in the
sub-scanning direction are identical in the respective nozzle arrays. The forty-eight nozzles Nz included in each nozzle
array may be arranged in alignment, instead of in zigzag. The zigzag arrangement shown in Fig. 4, however, allows a
small value to be set to the nozzle pitch k in the manufacturing process.
[0053] The ejection of ink from the nozzles Nz is regulated by the control circuit 40 and the piezoelectric element
driving circuit 50. Fig. 5 shows the internal structure of the control circuit 40. The control circuit 40 includes an interface
(hereinafter referred to as I/F) 43 that receives print data, which are output from the computer 90 and include multi-
value tone information, a RAM 44 in which a variety of data are stored, a ROM 45 in which computer programs for a
variety of data processing operations are stored, a controller 46 including a CPU that executes the data processing
according to the computer programs, an oscillator circuit 47, a driving signal generating circuit 48 for generating a
driving signal COM transmitted to piezoelectric elements (discussed later) in the print head 28, and an I/F 49 that
transmits print data, which are expanded to dot pattern data, and driving signals to the sheet feed motor 23, the carriage
motor 24, and the piezoelectric element driving circuit 50.
[0054] The programs may be stored in the RAM 44 in place of the ROM 45. The programs are recorded in advance
in a recording medium, such as a flexible disk FD and a CD-ROM, and are transferred from the recording medium to
the RAM 44. The programs may alternatively be supplied from an apparatus connected to a network (not shown) via
a communication path.
[0055] In this embodiment, the computer 90 transmits the print data, which have been subjected to the three-value
processing carried out by the printer driver 96, to the control circuit 40 in the printer 22. The control circuit 40 subse-
quently registers the transmitted print data in an input buffer 44A, expands the print data in an output buffer 44C
according to the arrangement of the nozzle arrays on the print head 28, and outputs the expanded data via the I/F 49.
In the case where the computer 90 transmits the print data including multi-value tone information (for example, the
data in a PostScript format), on the other hand, the control circuit 40 in the printer 22 is required to carry out the three-
value processing. In this case, the transmitted print data are registered into the input buffer 44A via the I/F 43, subjected
to a command analysis, and sent to an intermediate buffer 44B. The print data are converted into intermediate codes
by the controller 46 and registered in the intermediate format into the intermediate buffer 44B. The controller 46 specifies
the printing positions of the respective letters or characters, the types of decoration, the letter sizes, and the font
addresses. The controller 46 then analyzes the print data registered in the intermediate buffer 44B, carries out the
three-value processing according to the tone information, and stores the expanded dot pattern data into the output
buffer 44C.
[0056] In either case, the three-valued dot pattern data are expanded and stored in the output buffer 44C. The print
head 28 has forty-eight nozzles with respect to each color as described previously. The dot pattern data corresponding
to one scan of the print head 28 is provided in the output buffer 44C and subsequently output via the I/F 49. The print
data expanded to the dot pattern data are, for example, 2-bit tone data with regard to the respective nozzles as described
later. In this example, the value '00' corresponds to no creation of dot, '10' corresponds to creation of a small dot, '01'
corresponds to creation of a medium dot, and '11' corresponds to creation of a large dot. The details of the data structure
and the dot creation procedure will be discussed later.

C. Mechanism of Ink Ejection

[0057] The following describes the mechanism of ejecting ink and creating dots. Fig. 6 schematically illustrates the
internal structure of the print head 28, and Figs. 7 show the principle of ink ejection by contraction and extension of a
piezoelectric element PE. When the ink cartridges 71 and 72 are attached to the carriage 31, supplies of inks in the
ink cartridges 71 and 72 are sucked out by capillarity through the ink supply conduits 67 and are led to the ink ejection
heads 61 through 66 formed in the print head 28 arranged in the lower portion of the carriage 31 as shown in Fig. 6.
In the event that the ink cartridges 71 and 72 are attached to the carriage 31 for the first time, a pump works to suck
first supplies of inks into the respective ink ejection heads 61 through 66. In this embodiment, the structure of the pump
for suction and a cap for covering the print head 28 during the suction is not illustrated nor described specifically.
[0058] The array of forty-eight nozzles Nz for each color is provided in each of the ink ejection heads 61 through 66
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as discussed previously. A piezoelectric element PE, which is one of electrically distorting elements and has an excellent
response, is arranged for each nozzle Nz as the pressure generating element. As shown in the upper drawing of Fig.
7, the piezoelectric element PE is disposed at a position that comes into contact with an ink conduit 68 for leading ink
to the nozzle Nz. As is known by those skilled in the art, the piezoelectric element PE has a crystal structure that is
subjected to mechanical stress due to application of a voltage and thereby carries out extremely high-speed conversion
of electrical energy into mechanical energy. In this embodiment, application of a voltage between electrodes on both
ends of the piezoelectric element PE for a predetermined time period causes the piezoelectric element PE to extend
for the predetermined time period and deform one side wall of the ink conduit 68 as shown in the lower drawing of Fig.
7. The volume of the ink conduit 68 is reduced with an extension of the piezoelectric element PE, and a certain amount
of ink corresponding to the reduced volume is sprayed as an ink particle Ip from the end of the nozzle Nz at a high
speed. The ink particles Ip soak into the sheet of paper P set on the platen 26, so as to implement printing.
[0059] The details of the mechanism for ejecting ink droplets with the piezoelectric element PE are described with
the drawing of Fig. 8. Fig. 8 is a sectional view illustrating a mechanical structure of each of the ink. ejection heads 61
through 66. Each of the ink ejection heads 61 through 66 mainly includes an actuator unit 121 and a flow path unit
122. The actuator unit 121 includes the piezoelectric element PE, a first cover member 130, a second cover member
136, and a spacer 135. The first cover member 130 is composed of a zirconia thin plate having the thickness of about
6 µm, and has a common electrode 131 formed on the surface thereof. The piezoelectric element PE is fixed to the
surface of the common electrode 131 to be opposed to a pressure chamber 132 (discussed later). A drive electrode
134 composed of a relatively soft metal layer, such as an Au layer, is further formed on the surface of the piezoelectric
element PE.
[0060] The piezoelectric element PE combines with the first cover member 130 to constitute an actuator of a deflective
vibration type. The piezoelectric element PE extends under application of electric charges and deforms to reduce the
volume of the pressure chamber 132. In response to discharge of the applied electric charges, the piezoelectric element
PE contracts and deforms to expand back the volume of the pressure chamber 132.
[0061] The spacer 135 arranged below the first cover member 130 is a ceramic plate with a through hole, which is
composed of, for example, zirconia (ZrO2) and has a thickness suitable for defining the pressure chamber 132, for
example, 100 µm. The spacer 135 is covered on the upper and lower ends thereof with the first cover member 130
and the second cover member 136 to define the pressure chamber 132.
[0062] The second cover member 136 fixed to the lower end of the spacer 135 is composed of a ceramic, such as
zirconia, like the spacer 135. The second cover member 136 has two connection holes 138 and 139 that are connected
with the pressure chamber 132 to define an ink flow pathway. The connection hole 138 connects an ink supply inlet
137 (described later) with the pressure chamber 132, whereas the connection hole 139 connects a nozzle opening Nz
with the pressure chamber 132.
[0063] These constituents 130, 135, and 136 are integrated into the actuator unit 121 without using an adhesive but
by forming a clay-like ceramic material into the respective constituents of predetermined shapes, laying the constituents
one upon another to a laminate, and baking the laminate.
[0064] The flow path unit 122 includes an ink supply inlet-forming base plate 140, an ink chamber-forming base plate
143, and a nozzle plate 145. The ink supply inlet-forming base plate 140 also works as a support base of the actuator
unit 121. The ink supply inlet 137 is arranged on one end of the pressure chamber 132, and the nozzle opening Nz is
arranged on the other end of the pressure chamber 132. The ink supply inlet 137 connects the pressure chamber 132
with an ink chamber 141 that is common to the respective nozzles. The ink supply inlet 137 has a sufficiently smaller
cross section than that of the connection hole 138 and is designed to function as an orifice.
[0065] The ink chamber-forming base plate 14.3 is covered with the nozzle plate 145 and combined with the ink
supply inlet-forming base plate 140 to define the ink chamber 141. The ink chamber-forming base plate 143 has a
nozzle connection hole 144 that connects with the nozzle opening Nz. The ink chamber 141 is connected to ink flow
paths (not shown) that are continuous with the ink cartridges 71 and 72, in order to receive supplies of inks from ink
tanks (not shown).
[0066] The ink supply inlet-forming base plate 140, the ink chamber-forming base plate 143, and the nozzle plate
145 are laid one upon another and fixed to one another via adhesive layers 146 and 147, such as thermal welding
films or adhesives, so as to jointly construct the flow path unit 122.
[0067] The flow path unit 122 and the actuator unit 121 are fixed to each other via an adhesive layer 148, such as
a thermal welding film or an adhesive, so as to construct each of the ink ejection heads 61 through 66.
[0068] In the above structure, when a voltage is applied between the drive electrodes 131 and 134 of the piezoelectric
element PE to supply electric charges, the piezoelectric element PE extends to reduce the volume of the pressure
chamber 132. In response to discharge of the electric charges, on the contrary, the piezoelectric element PE contracts
to increase the volume of the pressure chamber 132. The expansion of the pressure chamber 132 lowers the pressure
in the pressure chamber 132 and causes a flow of ink to run from the common ink chamber 141 into the pressure
chamber 132. When the electric charges are subsequently applied to the piezoelectric element PE, the volume of the
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pressure chamber 132 is reduced and the pressure in the pressure chamber 132 abruptly increases. The abrupt in-
crease in pressure causes ink in the pressure chamber 132 to be ejected as the ink droplet Ip outside via the nozzle
opening Nz.

D. Ejection of Large and Small Ink Droplets

[0069] The forty-eight nozzles Nz with regard to each color provided in the printer 22 of the embodiment have an
identical bore. Two different types of dots having different diameters can be created with each of the nozzles Nz as
discussed below. Fig. 9 shows the relationship between the driving waveform of the nozzle Nz and the size of the ink
particle Ip ejected from the nozzle Nz. The driving waveform shown by the dotted line in Fig. 9 is used to create standard-
sized dots. When the voltage applied to the piezoelectric element PE decreases from an intermediate potential to a
lower potential in a division d2, the piezoelectric element PE deforms to increase the volume of the pressure chamber
132. As shown in a state A of Fig. 9, an ink interface Me, which is generally referred to as meniscus, is thus slightly
concaved inward the nozzle Nz. When the driving waveform shown by the solid line in Fig. 9 is used to abruptly decrease
the voltage from the intermediate potential to the lower potential in a division dl, on the other hand, the meniscus Me
is more significantly concaved inward the nozzle Nz as shown in a state 'a', compared with the state A.
[0070] Because of the reason discussed below, the shape of the meniscus is varied by the pulse waveform of the
voltage that is applied to the piezoelectric element PE and decreases from the intermediate potential to the lower
potential. The piezoelectric element PE deforms according to the pulse waveform of the applied voltage and thereby
varies the volume of the pressure chamber 132. In the event that the volume of the pressure chamber 132 increases
by a gentle slope, the increase in volume of the pressure chamber 132 causes a supply of ink to be fed from the
common ink chamber 141 and does not significantly change the meniscus Me. In the case where the piezoelectric
element PE deforms in a short time period to change the volume of the pressure chamber 132 abruptly, on the other
hand, the restriction of the ink supply inlet 137 causes an insufficient supply of ink from the ink chamber 141. The
meniscus Me is thus significantly affected by the variation in volume of the pressure chamber 132. Such balance of
ink supply causes the meniscus Me to be concaved inward slightly in the case of a gentle variation in voltage applied
to the piezoelectric element PE (see the dotted line in the graph of Fig. 9) and, on the other hand, causes the meniscus
Me to be concaved inward significantly in the case of an abrupt variation in applied voltage (see the solid line in the
graph of Fig. 9)
[0071] In the state that the meniscus Me is concaved inward the nozzle Nz, a subsequent increase in voltage applied
to the piezoelectric element PE in a division d3 causes the ink to be ejected, based on the principle described previously
with the drawing of Fig. 7. As shown in states B and C, a large ink droplet (for creating a medium dot) is ejected when
the meniscus Me is only slightly concaved inward (state A). As shown in states 'b' and 'c', on the other hand, a small
ink droplet (for creating a small dot) is ejected when the meniscus Me is significantly concaved inward (state 'a').
[0072] As discussed above, the dot diameter is varied according to the rate of decrease in driving voltage (see the
divisions dl and d2). In the printer with the plurality of nozzles Nz, however, it is extremely difficult to carry out the
control that changes the waveform of the driving signal for each dot. This embodiment accordingly provides a driving
signal COM including two pulse signals of different waveforms and determines transmission or block of these pulse
signals based on print data, so as to create the medium dot and the small dot. This technique is described below in detail.

E. Driving Signal Generating Circuit and Driving Signal COM

[0073] This embodiment provides two different types of driving waveforms, that is, a driving waveform for creating
a small dot having a smaller dot diameter and a driving waveform for creating a medium dot having a greater dot
diameter than that of the small dot, based on the relationship between the driving waveform and the dot diameter, as
shown in Fig. 10. Ejection of large and small ink droplets in response to the different waveforms of the driving signal
COM will be described later with the details of generation of the driving signal.
[0074] The following describes the structure of generating the driving signal COM having the waveform shown in
Fig. 10. The driving signal COM shown in Fig. 10 is generated by the driving signal generating circuit 48. Fig. 11 is a
block diagram illustrating the internal structure of the driving signal generating circuit 48. The driving signal generating
circuit 48 includes a memory 51 that receives and stores a signal generated by the controller 46, a latch 52 that reads
the contents of the memory 51 and temporarily holds the contents, an adder 53 that adds the output of the latch 52 to
the output of another latch 54, a D-A converter 56 that converts the output of the latch 54 to analog data, a voltage
amplifier 57 that amplifies the converted analog signal to the amplitude of the voltage for driving the piezoelectric
element PE, and a current amplifier 58 that feeds a supply of electric current corresponding to the amplified voltage
signal. The memory 51 also stores predetermined parameters for specifying the waveform of the driving signal COM.
As described later, the waveform of the driving signal COM depends upon the predetermined parameters, which are
provided in advance by the controller 46. The driving signal generating circuit 48 receives clock signals 1, 2, and 3,
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data signals, and address signals 0 through 3, and a reset signal generated by the controller 46 as shown in Fig. 11.
[0075] Fig. 12 shows a process of determining the waveform of the driving signal COM in the structure of the driving
signal generating circuit 48 discussed above. Prior to generation of the driving signal COM, the controller 46 transmits
a plurality of data signals representing slew rates of the driving signal and address signals corresponding to the data
signals, synchronously with the clock signals 1 and 2 to the memory 51 in the driving signal generating circuit 48.
Although the data signal is a one-bit signal, the serial transfer using the clock signal 1 as the synchronizing signal
enables transmission of data as shown in the timing charge of Fig. 13. A certain slew rate is transferred from the
controller 46 in the following manner. The controller 46 first outputs a data signal of plural bits synchronously with the
clock signal 1 and subsequently outputs addresses in which the data are registered as the address signals 0 through
3 synchronously with the clock signal 2. The memory 51 reads the address signals 0 through 3 at a timing of the output
of the clock signal 2 and writes the input data into the corresponding addresses. The address signal is a four-bit signal
having the values of 0 through 3, so that sixteen slew rates at the maximum can be stored in the memory 51. The
upper-most bit of the data denotes a sign.
[0076] This completes setting of the slew rates at respective addresses A, B,... . When the output address signals
0 through 3 represent the address B, the first output of the clock signal 2 causes the first latch 52 to hold the slew rate
corresponding to the address B. The subsequent output of the clock signal 3 causes the second latch 54 to hold the
sum of the output of the second latch 54 and the output of the first latch 52. Once a certain slew rate specified by the
address signals 0 through 3 is selected, the output of the second latch 54 is varied according to the selected slew rate
in response to every output of the clock signal 3. The slew rate registered at the address B represents an increase in
voltage by a rate of voltage ∆V1 / unit time ∆T. The increase or decrease in output of the second latch 54 depends
upon the sign of the data registered at each address.
[0077] In the example of Fig. 12, the slew rate equal to zero, which represents a state of keeping the current voltage,
is stored at the address A. When the clock signal 2 effects the address A, the waveform of the driving signal COM is
kept in the state without any variation, that is, in the flat state. The slew rate corresponding to a decrease in voltage
by a rate of voltage ∆V2 / unit time ∆T is stored at the address C. When the clock signal 2 effects the address C, the
voltage gradually decreases at the rate of ∆V2/∆T.
[0078] The controller 46 transmits the address signals 0 through 3 and the clock signal 2 according to the technique
discussed above, so as to enable the waveform of the driving signal COM to be regulated freely. The controller 46
executes the computer program stored in the ROM 45 and thereby specifies the address signals 0 through 3 and the
clock signal 2. The driving signal COM is then transmitted to the piezoelectric element driving circuit 50 via the I/F 49.
The piezoelectric element driving circuit 50 determines whether or not the driving signal COM is to be transmitted to
each nozzle on the print head 28. A driving signal that directly drives the respective nozzles is based on the waveform
of the driving signal COM. The following describes the process of controlling the nozzles on the print head 28 in response
to the pulses included in the driving signal COM and the principle of changing the dot diameter on the printing paper
as a result of the control.
[0079] Referring back to Fig. 10, the driving signal COM has a first pulse and a second pulse in one recording cycle
corresponding to one pixel in recording. The first pulse starts its voltage from an intermediate potential Vm (T11), rises
to a maximum potential VP by a fixed gradient (T12), and keeps the maximum potential VP for a predetermined time
period (T13). The first pulse subsequently lowers to a first minimum potential VLS by a fixed gradient (T14) and keeps
the first minimum potential VLS for a predetermined time period (T15). The voltage of the first pulse again rises to the
maximum potential VP by a fixed gradient (T16) and keeps the maximum potential VP for a predetermined time period
(T17). The first pulse then lowers to the intermediate potential Vm by a fixed gradient (T18).
[0080] When the charging pulse T12 is applied to the piezoelectric element PE, the piezoelectric element PE deforms
to reduce the volume of the pressure chamber 132, so that a positive pressure is evolved in the pressure chamber
132. The meniscus Me accordingly rises from the nozzle opening Nz. In the case where the charging pulse T12 has
a large potential difference and a sharp voltage gradient, an ink droplet may be ejected in response to the charging
pulse T12. In this embodiment, however, the potential difference of the charging pulse T12 is set in a range that does
not enable ejection of an ink droplet in response to the charging pulse T12.
[0081] The meniscus Me rising in response to the charging pulse T12 moves back into the nozzle opening Nz by
means of the surface tension of ink while the hold pulse T13 is applied. Application of the discharging pulse T14 deforms
the piezoelectric element PE to expand the pressure chamber 132, so that a negative pressure is evolved in the pres-
sure chamber 132. The movement of the meniscus Me into the nozzle opening Nz by the negative pressure is super-
posed upon the backward movement (vibration) of the meniscus Me into the nozzle opening Nz by means of the surface
tension of ink. The meniscus Me is thus significantly pulled inside the nozzle opening Nz. The application of the dis-
charging pulse T14 at the timing when the meniscus Me moves into the nozzle opening Nz enables the meniscus Me
to be significantly pulled inside the nozzle opening Nz, even if the discharging pulse T14 has a relatively small potential
difference.
[0082] When the charging pulse T16 is applied in the state where the meniscus Me is significantly pulled inside the
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nozzle opening Nz, a positive pressure is evolved in the pressure chamber 132 and the meniscus Me rises from the
nozzle opening Nz. Since the meniscus Me is significantly concaved inward the nozzle opening Nz, application of the
positive pressure causes a small ink droplet to be ejected. The discharging pulse T18 relieves the natural oscillation
of the meniscus Me excited by the discharging pulse T14 and the charging pulse T16. The discharging pulse T18,
which moves the meniscus Me into the nozzle opening Nz, is applied at the timing when the natural oscillation moves
the meniscus Me towards the nozzle opening Nz. This restricts the recession of the meniscus Me after the ejection of
a small ink droplet to a relatively small level.
[0083] The second pulse, which follows the first pulse, starts its voltage from the intermediate potential Vm (T19),
lowers to a second minimum potential VLL by a fixed gradient (T21) and keeps the second minimum potential VLL for
a predetermined time period (T22). The second minimum potential VLL of the second pulse is lower than the first
minimum potential VLS of the first pulse. The voltage of the second pulse subsequently increases to the maximum
potential VP by a fixed gradient (T23) and keeps the maximum potential VP for a predetermined time period (T24).
The second pulse then lowers to the intermediate potential Vm by a fixed gradient (T25).
[0084] The application of the discharging pulse T21 causes a negative pressure to be evolved in the pressure cham-
ber 132 as described previously, and pulls the meniscus Me into the nozzle opening Nz. The potential difference of
the discharging pulse T21 is set to be smaller than the potential difference of the discharging pulse T14 of the first
pulse. The slew rate is accordingly set to prevent the meniscus Me from being less significantly pulled inward the nozzle
opening Nz, compared with the first pulse.
[0085] The subsequent application of the charging pulse T23 causes a positive pressure to be evolved in the pressure
chamber 132 and makes the meniscus Me rise from the nozzle opening Nz. Since the positive pressure is evolved in
the state where the meniscus Me is only slightly pulled inward the nozzle opening Nz, the ink droplet ejected in response
to the second pulse is larger than that ejected in response to the first pulse. The last discharging pulse T25 of the
second pulse relieves the natural oscillation of the meniscus Me excited by the discharging pulse T21 and the charging
pulse T23. The discharging pulse T25 is applied at the timing when the natural oscillation moves the meniscus Me
towards the nozzle opening Nz.
[0086] As discussed above, the driving signal COM includes the first pulse and the second pulse in succession in
one recording cycle corresponding to one pixel in printing, thereby enabling ejection of a small ink droplet in response
to the first pulse and a large ink droplet in response to the second pulse. In this embodiment, the driving signal COM
does not directly drive the piezoelectric elements PE. The piezoelectric element driving circuit 50 selects one or two
desired pulses out of the first pulse and the second pulse included in the driving signal COM and generates a driving
signal for driving the respective piezoelectric elements.
[0087] In the case where the driving signal for driving the piezoelectric elements includes only the first pulse, a small
ink droplet is ejected from the nozzle to create a small dot having a smaller dot diameter. In the case where the driving
signal for driving the piezoelectric elements includes only the second pulse, a large ink droplet is ejected from the
nozzle to create a medium dot having a greater dot diameter than that of the small dot. When the driving signal for
driving the piezoelectric elements includes both the first pulse and the second pulse, both a small ink droplet and a
large ink droplet are ejected from the nozzle to create a large dot having a greatest dot diameter.
[0088] The small ink droplet ejected in response to the first pulse and the large ink droplet ejected in response to
the second pulse hit on substantially identical positions on the printing sheet. Fig. 14 shows such a state. In the example
of Fig. 14, a small ink droplet IPs in response to the first pulse and a large ink droplet IPm in response to the second
pulse hit on substantially the same positions on the printing paper P. In the case where the driving signal shown in Fig.
10 is used to create the two different types of dots, since the second pulse causes a greater amount of change of the
piezoelectric element PE, the ejecting speed of the large ink droplet IPm is higher than the ejecting speed of the small
ink droplet IPs. For example, it is assumed that a small ink droplet and a large ink droplet are ejected in this sequence
while the carriage 31 moves in the main scanning direction. In this example, the scanning speed of the carriage 31
and the ejection timings of both the small ink droplet and the large ink droplet can be regulated according to the distance
(platen gap) between the print head 28 on the carriage 31 and the printing paper P. Because of the existing difference
between the ejecting speeds of the small ink droplet and the large ink droplet, such regulation enables the small ink
droplet and the large ink droplet to reach the printing paper P at substantially identical timings. In the structure of the
embodiment, a small ink droplet and a large ink droplet hit on substantially the same positions on the printing sheet in
response to the two different types of driving pulses shown in Fig. 10, thereby creating a large dot having the greatest
dot diameter. While there is a difference between the ejecting speeds of the small ink droplet and the large ink droplet,
the regulation discussed above enables the small dot and the medium dot, which respectively correspond to the small
ink droplet and the large ink droplet, to be created at substantially identical positions.

F. Piezoelectric Element Driving Circuit

[0089] Fig. 15 is a block diagram illustrating the internal structure of the piezoelectric element driving circuit 50. The
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piezoelectric element driving circuit 50 includes shift registers 253A through 253N, latch elements 254A through 254N,
level shifters 255A through 255N, switch elements 256A through 256N, and piezoelectric elements 257A through 257N
corresponding to the respective nozzles on the print head 28. The print data is two-bit data with regard to each nozzle
and expressed like '10' and '11'. The bit data of the respective places included in the two-bit print data with regard to
all the nozzles are input into the shift registers 253A through 253N in one recording cycle.
[0090] The data of the upper bit or bit 2 data with regard to all the nozzles are serial transferred to the shift registers
253A through 253N and subsequently latched by the latch elements 254A through 254N. In the course of the latch
operation, the data of the lower bit or bit 1 data with regard to all the nozzles are serial transferred to the shift registers
253A through 253N.
[0091] In the case where the bit data '1' is supplied to the respective switch elements 256A through 256N, which are
constructed as analog switches, the driving signal COM transferred from the driving signal generating circuit 48 via
the I/F 49 is directly supplied to the piezoelectric elements 257A through 257N as the driving signal for driving the
piezoelectric elements. The piezoelectric elements 257A through 257N deform in response to the waveform of the
driving signal COM. In the case where the bit data '0' is supplied to the respective switch elements 256A through 256N,
on the other hand, the transfer of the driving signal COM to the piezoelectric elements 257A through 257N is blocked.
The piezoelectric elements 257A through 257N accordingly hold the previous electric charges.
[0092] The print data may express four tones, that is, no creation of dot (tone value 1), creation of a small dot (tone
value 2), creation of a medium dot (tone value 3), and creation of a large dot (tone value 4). The respective tone values
1 through 4 may be expressed as two-bit tone data like '00', '01', '10', and '11'. In the case of the tone value 2 where
only a small ink droplet is ejected to create a small dot, the bit data '1' is supplied to the switch element 256 synchro-
nously with the first pulse, whereas the bit data '0' is supplied to the switch element 256 synchronously with the second
pulse. This enables only the first pulse to be applied to the piezoelectric element 257. Decoding the two-bit tone data
'01' representing the tone value 2 into the two-bit print data '10' representing application of the first pulse and non-
application of the second pulse causes only the first pulse to be applied to the piezoelectric element 257, so as to attain
the tone value 2 representing creation of a small dot.
[0093] In a similar manner, supply of the decoded two-bit print data '01' to the switch element 256 causes only the
second pulse to be applied to the piezoelectric element 257. This causes a large ink droplet to hit against the printing
paper, so as to create a medium dot and thereby attain the tone value 3. Supply of the decoded two-bit print data '11'
to the switch element 256 causes both the first pulse and the second pulse to be applied to the piezoelectric element
257. This causes a small ink droplet and a large link droplet to successively hit against substantially the same position
on the printing paper, so as to create a large dot and thereby attain the tone value 4. In the case of the tone value 1,
which represents no ejection of an ink droplet and no creation of a dot, the decoded two-bit print data '00' is supplied
to the switch element 256. This causes no pulse to be applied to the piezoelectric element 257 and attains the tone
value 1 representing creation of no dot.
[0094] The following describes a concrete structure for supplying the 2-bit print data to the switch elements 256. The
output buffer 44C stores two-bit print data (D1,D2) decoded by the controller 46. Here D1 represents a selection signal
of the first pulse, and D2 represents a selection signal of the second pulse. The two-bit print data are given to the
switch elements 256 corresponding to the respective nozzles on the print head 28 in one recording cycle. When the
number of nozzles on the print head 28 is equal to n and when (D11,D21) represents the print data with regard to a
first nozzle at a certain position in the sub-scanning direction, (D21,D22) represents the print data with regard to a
second nozzle at the certain position, and the like, the data (D11,D12,D13, ..., D1n) of the first pulse selection signal
D1 with regard to all the nozzles are serial input into the shift registers 253 synchronously with the clock signal. In a
similar manner, the data (D21,D22,D23, ... . ,D2n) of the second pulse selection signal D2 with regard to all the nozzles
are transferred to the shift registers 253 in one recording cycle. This is shown in the bottom of Fig. 10.
[0095] Referring to Fig. 10, prior to the timing for generating a target driving pulse, print data for selecting the target
driving pulse have been transferred to the shift registers 253. The print data in the shift registers 253 are then transferred
to and stored in the latch elements 254 synchronously with generation of the target driving pulses. The print data in
the latch elements 254 are subjected to a pressure increase by the level shifters 255 and transferred to the switch
elements 256, so that the driving signal COM is supplied to the piezoelectric elements 257 via the switch elements 256.

G. Reduction of Positional Deviation of Dots due to Difference between Selection Pulses for Creating Small Dot and
Medium Dot in Adjoining Two Pixels

[0096] In the structure of this embodiment, a small dot and a medium dot are created respectively in response to the
first pulse and the second pulse in two pixels adjoining to each other in the main scanning direction. When a small dot
and a medium dot are created respectively in two pixels adjoining to each other in the main scanning direction, one
case ejects a small ink droplet in a preceding pixel and a large ink droplet in a following pixel. The other case carries
out ink ejection in the inverted sequence, that is, ejects a large ink droplet in the preceding pixel and a small ink droplet
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in the following pixel.
[0097] The image processing by the application program 95 practically does not differentiate the creation of a small
dot and a medium dot in this sequence (hereinafter referred to as the normal sequence) from the same in the inverted
sequence. The driving signal generated by the piezoelectric element driving circuit 50 has different waveforms in the
normal sequence and in the inverted sequence, so that the positional relationship of the two dots created in response
to the driving signal in the normal sequence is different from that in the inverted sequence.
[0098] Fig. 16 shows a driving signal A for creating a small dot and a medium dot in this sequence and another
driving signal B for creating a small dot and a medium dot in the inverted sequence. The waveform of the driving signal
A for attaining the sequence of a small dot and a medium dot includes only the first driving pulse in a first recording
cycle corresponding to a preceding pixel and only the second driving pulse in a second recording cycle corresponding
to a following pixel. The waveform of the driving signal B for attaining the sequence of a medium dot and a small dot,
on the other hand, includes only the second driving pulse in the first recording cycle corresponding to the preceding
pixel and only the first driving pulse in the second recording cycle corresponding to the following pixel.
[0099] In the driving signal A, there is a significant time difference between two driving pulses for creating two dots.
In the driving signal B, on the other hand, there is a little time difference between two driving pulses for creating two
dots. The prior art technique causes a relatively large distance between two resulting dots in the case of the driving
signal A, while causing substantially no distance between two resulting dots in the case of the driving signal B (see
Fig. 25). The technique of this embodiment attains substantially equal distances between two resulting dots in the case
of ejecting a small ink droplet and a large ink droplet in this sequence in response to the driving signal A and in the
case of ejecting a small ink droplet and a large ink droplet in the inverted sequence in response to the driving signal
B, as discussed in detail below.
[0100] Fig. 17 shows the hitting positions of a small ink droplet ejected corresponding to the first pulse and a large
ink droplet ejected corresponding to the second pulse in the driving signal A. The two-dot chain line represents the
moving plane of each of the ink ejection heads 61 through 66 on the print head 28. Each of the ink ejection heads 61
through 66 shifts its moving plane at a velocity Vc, accompanied with the movement (main scan) of the carriage 31 in
the X direction. During the shift of the moving plane, a small ink droplet IP1 corresponding to the first pulse in the first
recording cycle is ejected downward in the vertical direction at an ejecting speed Vm1. After elapse of a predetermined
time period TA, a large ink droplet IP2 corresponding to the second pulse in the second recording cycle is ejected
downward in the vertical direction at an ejecting speed Vm2.
[0101] The time difference between the ejection timing of the small ink droplet IP1 and the ejection timing of the large
ink droplet IP2 is equal to the predetermined time period TA as mentioned above. The predetermined time period TA
is equal to the sum of a basic ejection period Tf and an ejection timing difference TO as expressed by Equation (1)
given below. Here the basic ejection period Tf denotes a period for successively ejecting ink droplets of a fixed size.
The ejection timing difference TO denotes a time difference between the ejection timing of a first ink droplet and the
ejection timing of a second ink droplet.

[0102] The time period TA may be converted to the distance. Equation (2) given below shows a distance SO between
the position of ejecting the small ink droplet IP1 and the position of ejecting the large ink droplet IP2.

[0103] The small ink droplet IP1 corresponding to the first pulse drops at an ejecting speed V1 in a specific direction
defined by the vector of ejection downward in the vertical direction and the vector of movement of the-head in the main
scanning direction, and hits against the surface of printing paper, which is shown by the one-dot chain line in Fig. 17
and is apart from the head moving plane by a platen gap PG. A hitting position P1 of the small ink droplet IP1 on the
surface of printing paper is apart from the position of ejecting the small ink droplet IP1 by a distance S1 in the X direction.
The distance S1 is expressed by Equation (3) given below:

[0104] The large ink droplet IP2 corresponding to the second pulse, on the other hand, drops at an ejecting speed
V2 in a specific direction defined by the vector of ejection downward in the vertical direction and the vector of movement
of the head in the main scanning direction, and hits against the surface of printing paper, which is apart from the head

TA = Tf + T0 (1)

S0 = Vc(Tf+T0) (2)

S1 = PG·Vc/Vm1 (3)
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moving plane by the platen gap PG. A hitting position P2 of the large ink droplet IP2 on the surface of printing paper
is apart from the position of ejecting the large ink droplet IP2 by a distance S2 in the X direction. The distance S2 is
expressed by Equation (4) given below:

[0105] According to Equations (2) through (4), a distance S3 between the hitting position P1 of the small ink droplet
IP1 and the hitting position P2 of the large ink droplet IP2 is expressed by Equation (5) given below:

[0106] Fig. 18 shows the hitting positions of a large ink droplet ejected corresponding to the second pulse and a
small ink droplet ejected corresponding to the first pulse in the driving signal B. Each of the ink ejection heads 61
through 66 shifts its moving plane at the velocity Vc, accompanied with the main scan of the carriage 31 in the X
direction. During the shift of the moving plane, a large ink droplet IP2 corresponding to the second pulse in the first
recording cycle is ejected downward in the vertical direction at the ejecting speed Vm2. After elapse of a predetermined
time period TB, a small ink droplet IP1 corresponding to the first pulse in the second recording cycle is ejected downward
in the vertical direction at the ejecting speed Vm1.
[0107] The time difference between the ejection timing of the large ink droplet IP2 and the ejection timing of the small
ink droplet IP1 is equal to the predetermined time period TB as mentioned above. The predetermined time period TB
is expressed by Equation (6) given below.

[0108] The time period TB may be converted to the distance. Equation (7) given below shows a distance S10 between
the position of ejecting the large ink droplet IP2 and the position of ejecting the small ink droplet IP1.

[0109] The large ink droplet IP2 corresponding to the second pulse drops at the ejecting speed V2 in the specific
direction defined by the vector of ejection downward in the vertical direction and the vector of movement of the head
in the main scanning direction, and hits against the surface of printing paper, which is apart from the head moving
plane by the platen gap PG. A hitting position P11 of the large ink droplet IP2 on the surface of printing paper is apart
from the position of ejecting the large ink droplet IP2 by a distance S11 in the X direction. The distance S11 is expressed
by Equation (8) given below:

[0110] The small ink droplet IP1 corresponding to the first pulse, on the other hand, drops at the ejecting speed V1
in the specific direction defined by the vector of ejection downward in the vertical direction and the vector of movement
of the head in the main scanning direction, and hits against the surface of printing paper, which is apart from the head
moving plane by the platen gap PG. A hitting position P12 of the small ink droplet IP1 on the surface of printing paper
is apart from the position of ejecting the small ink droplet IP1 by a distance S12 in the X direction. The distance S12
is expressed by Equation (9) given below:

[0111] According to Equations (7) through (9), a distance S13 between the hitting position P11 of the large ink droplet
IP2 and the hitting position P12 of the small ink droplet IP1 is expressed by Equation (10) given below:

S2 = PG·Vc/Vm2 (4)

TB = Tf - T0 (6)

S10 = Vc(Tf-T0) (7)

S11 = PG·Vc/Vm2 (8)

S12 = PG·Vc/Vm1 (9)
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[0112] Fig. 19 shows the comparison of the distance S3 between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets shown
in Fig. 17 with the distance S13 between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets shown in Fig. 18. The squares
surrounding the letters S and M show that small dots and medium dots are created at the respective hitting positions.
The distance S3 is generally greater than the distance S13. As described previously, it is, however, demanded that
the inter-dot distance in the case of ejecting a small ink droplet and a large ink droplet in response to the driving signal
A is equal to the inter-dot distance in the case of ejecting a large ink droplet and a small ink droplet in response to the
driving signal B. It is accordingly required to equalize the distance S3 with the distance S13. The procedure of this
embodiment accordingly substitutes the distance S3 obtained by Equation (5) and the distance S13 obtained by Equa-
tion (10) into an equation of S3-S13 =0 and rewrites the equation to Equation (11) given below:

[0113] Equation (11) is rewritten as Equation (12) given below:

[0114] Equation (12) shows that regulation of the ejecting speed Vm1 of the small ink droplet IP1, the ejecting speed
Vm2 of the large ink droplet IP2, and the ejection timing difference TO according to the platen gap PG equalizes the
distance S3 between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets ejected in response to the driving signal A with the
distance S13 between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets ejected in response to the driving signal B. According
to Equations (1) and (6), the ejection timing difference TO is expressed by Equation (13) given below:

[0115] The ejection timing difference TO is accordingly half the difference between the time difference TA in the
ejection timings of the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet in response to the driving signal A and the time
difference TB in the ejection timings of the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet in response to the driving signal B.
[0116] The technique of this embodiment regulates the ejecting speed Vm1 of the ink droplet IP1 corresponding to
the first pulse, the ejecting speed Vm2 of the ink droplet IP2 corresponding to the second pulse, and the difference
(=2T0) between the time difference TA in the ejection timings of the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet in
response to the driving signal A and the time difference TB in the ejection timings of the first ink droplet and the second
ink droplet in response to the driving signal B, in such a manner that they satisfy the relationship defined by Equation
(12) given above. With regard to the driving signal shown in Fig. 10, for example, the concrete procedure of regulation
may change the gradient in the division T16 or in the division T14 to regulate the ejecting speed Vm1 of the ink droplet
IP1 corresponding to the first pulse, change the gradient in the division T23 or in the division T21 to regulate the ejecting
speed Vm2 of the ink droplet IP2 corresponding to the second pulse, or change the time difference T19 between the
terminal point of the division T18 and the starting point of the division T21 to regulate the time differences TA and TB
and thereby the ejection timing difference T0.
[0117] The regulation process may regulate both the ejecting speeds Vm and the ejection timing difference TO or
may alternatively regulate either one of them while the other is fixed. In the case where the ejecting speeds Vm1 and
Vm2 of the ink droplets IP1 and IP2 are kept to fixed values, the regulation process regulates the difference (=2T0)
between the time difference TA in the ejection timings of the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet in response to
the driving signal A and the time difference TB in the ejection timings of the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet
in response to the driving signal B, in such a manner that they satisfy Equation (15) given below:

[0118] In the case where the ejection timing difference TO is kept to a fixed value, on the other hand, the regulation
process regulates the ejecting speed Vm1 of the ink droplet IP1 corresponding to the first pulse and the ejecting speed

2Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1) = 0 (11)

1/Vm1 - 1/Vm2 = T0/PG (12)

T0 = (TA-TB)/ 2 (13)

T0 = PG·(1/Vm1 - 1/Vm2) (15)
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Vm2 of the ink droplet IP2 corresponding to the second pulse, in such a manner that they satisfy Equation (16) given
below:

[0119] As discussed previously, the waveform of the driving signal is changed by regulating the address signals and
the clock signals that are generated by the controller 46 and output to the driving signal generating circuit 48.
[0120] While both the ejecting speeds Vm and the ejection timing difference TO are kept to fixed values, regulation
of the platen gap PG enables the relationship of Equation (12) to be satisfied. In this case, the platen gap PG is regulated
to satisfy Equation (17) given below. The regulation of the platen gap PG is attained by a known regulation motor,
which regulates the interval between the print head 28 and the printing paper.

[0121] Any of the above regulation processes enables the distance between the hitting positions of the two ink drop-
lets IP1 and IP2 in the case where the ink droplets IP1 and IP2 corresponding to the first pulse and the second pulse
are ejected in response to the driving signal A to be substantially equal to the same in the case where the ink droplets
IP1 and IP2 are ejected in response to the driving signal B. This control procedure accordingly prevents the distance
between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets from being too close to each other or too far from each other, when
two different types of dots, a medium dot and a small dot, are to be created in two pixels adjoining to each other in the
main scanning direction.
[0122] When the ejecting speed Vm2 of the large ink droplet IP2 is α times (where α is a value greater than one)
the ejecting speed Vm1 of the small ink droplet IP1, Equation (11) is rewritten as Equation (18) given below:

[0123] The process of determining the ratio a of the ejecting speed Vm2 of the large ink droplet IP2 to the ejecting
speed Vm1 of the small ink droplet IP1 to satisfy Equation (18) also enables the distance S3 between the hitting
positions of the two ink droplets ejected in response to the driving signal A to be substantially equal to the distance
S13 between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets ejected in response to the driving signal B.
[0124] Fig. 20 shows the inter-dot distance when two different types of dots, a medium dot and a small dot, are
recorded by the technique of this embodiment. Dots are created in response to the driving signal A in a k-th pixel and
a (k+1)-th pixel (where k is a positive number) on a first raster line L1, which adjoin to each other in the main scanning
direction. Dots are created in response to the driving signal B, on the other hand, in a k-th pixel and a (k+1)-th pixel
(where k is a positive number) on a second raster line L2, which adjoin to each other in the main scanning direction.
As clearly understood from the illustration of Fig. 20, the technique of this embodiment enables the distance between
the small dot and the medium dot on the first raster line L1 created in response to the driving signal A and the distance
between the medium dot and the small dot on the second raster line L2 created in response to the driving signal B to
be practically set to a relatively small identical value.
[0125] As discussed above in detail, the printing system of this embodiment enables the distance between two dif-
ferent types of dots, a medium dot and a small dot, to be substantially fixed to a relatively small value, irrespective of
the combination of the selected driving pulses, when the two different types of dots are created respectively in two
pixels adjoining to each other in the main scanning direction in response to the driving signal, which may selectively
include two driving pulses in one cycle corresponding to one pixel. This accordingly ensures the excellent picture quality
of the resulting printed image.

H. Modifications

[0126] Some possible modifications of the embodiment will be discussed below, after further description of the above
embodiment. Fig. 21 is a graph showing the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink droplet plotted against the ejecting
speed Vm2 of the second ink droplet in the above embodiment. This plot of the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink
droplet against the ejecting speed Vm2 of the second ink droplet was obtained when the distance S3 between the
hitting positions of the two ink droplets ejected in response to the driving signal A was equalized to the distance S13
between the hitting positions of the two ink droplets ejected in response to the driving signal B by the technique of the
embodiment, while the moving speed Vc of the carriage 31, the ejection timing difference T0, and the platen gap PG

Vm2 = Vm1 / (1 - T0·Vm1/PG) (16)

PG = T0 / (1/Vm1 - 1/Vm2) (17)

α = 1 / (1 - T0·Vm1/PG) (18)
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were kept to fixed values.
[0127] The concrete procedure set the moving speed Vc of the carriage 31, the ejection timing difference T0, and
the platen gap PG respectively equal to 0.508 [m/s], 50 [µs], and 1.2 [mm] and substituted these values into Equation
(11) discussed above, so as to determine the relationship between the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink droplet and
the ejecting speed Vm2 of the second ink droplet. As clearly understood from the graph of Fig. 21, unequivocally
determining the ejecting speed Vm2 of the second ink droplet against the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink droplet
causes a difference d between the distance S3 and the distance S13 to be on the plot of d=0, thereby equalizing the
distance S3 with the distance S13. The difference d is calculated by the left side of Equation (11) and expressed by
Equation (19) given below:

[0128] The procedure of the above embodiment carries out the regulation to make the distance S3 substantially
equal to the distance S13, that is, to make the difference d substantially equal to zero. A first possible modification
carries out the regulation to make half the difference d (hereinafter referred to as a variation D) within a predetermined
value. The difference d between the distance S3 and the distance S13 corresponds to the sum of the distance between
the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet in each of the two adjoining pixels. With regard to one pixel, half the
difference d corresponds to the distance between the first ink droplet and the second ink droplet. The first modification
thus carries out the settings to make half the difference d or the variation D within a predetermined value. The variation
D is obtained by halving the right side of Equation (19) as expressed by Equation (20) given below:

[0129] Fig. 22 is a graph showing the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink droplet plotted against the ejecting speed
Vm2 of the second ink droplet with regard to a variety of allowable variations D. The one-dot chain lines define an area
with the allowable variation D equal to 10 [µm], whereas the two-dot chain lines define an area with the allowable
variation D equal to 20 [µm].
[0130] The allowable variation D of 20 [µm] is substantially equal to half a size R of one dot (approximately 18 [µm])
when the printing resolution is set to 720 [dpi]. The first modification sets half the size R of one dot to the allowable
range of the variation D. When the variation D defined by the ejecting speed Vm1 of the first ink droplet and the ejecting
speed Vm2 of the second ink droplet is a value included in the hatched area, the variation D is kept within a relatively
small value 20 [µm], which is substantially equal to half the size R of one dot.
[0131] The allowable range of the variation D is set equal to half the size R of one dot, because of the following
reason. In the case where the variation D is set equal to, for example, the size R of one dot, the distance S13 between
the hitting positions of a large ink droplet and a small ink droplet ejected in this sequence is equal to zero. This means
that the large ink droplet and the small ink droplet overlap each other. The distance S3 between the hitting positions
of a small ink droplet and a large ink droplet ejected in this sequence, on the other hand, is relatively large value. In
this case, the shape of dots created by two ink droplets in response to the driving signal A is thus significantly different
from the shape of dots created by two ink droplets in response to the driving signal B. In the case where the allowable
range of the variation D is set equal to half the size R of one dot, on the other hand, the difference between the distance
S3 and the distance S13 is not greater than the size R of one dot. The shape of dots created by two ink droplets in
response to the driving signal A is thus substantially similar to the shape of dots created by two ink droplets in response
to the driving signal B. The procedure of this first modification reduces the variation in inter-dot distance between two
different types of dots having different sizes with regard to the different combinations of selected driving pulses, and
thereby ensures the high picture quality of the resulting printed image.
[0132] The technique of the above embodiment causes one ink droplet to be ejected from the print head 28 in re-
sponse to one driving pulse. A second possible modification uses a different print head, which generates a fine satellite
particle in the process of separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet and ejects both
the main particle and the satellite particle.
[0133] Fig. 23 shows the hitting positions of ink droplets when such a print head is driven in response to the driving
signal A discussed in the above embodiment. An ink droplet ejected in response to the first pulse of the driving signal
(the left side in Fig. 23) is divided into a main particle IP1 and a satellite particle IPs. The main particle IP1 is ejected
downward in the vertical direction at an ejecting speed Vm1, whereas the satellite particle IPs is ejected downward in
the vertical direction at an ejecting speed Vms.
[0134] A distance S1 representing a hitting position P1 of the main particle IP1 on the printing paper is expressed
by Equation (3) discussed above. A distance S1s representing a hitting position P1s of the satellite particle IPs on the

d = |2Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1)| (19)

D = |Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1)| (20)
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printing paper is, on the other hand, expressed by Equation (21) given below:

[0135] A distance S1' that represents a middle point P0 between the hitting position P1 of the main particle IP1 and
the hitting position Pls of the satellite particle IPs is expressed by Equation (22) given below:

[0136] The second modification regards the middle point P0 defined by the distance S1' as the hitting position of the
ink droplet corresponding to the first pulse, and calculates a distance S3 between the middle point P0 and a hitting
position P2 of a large ink droplet according to Equation (23) given below:

[0137] This determines the distance S3 between a small ink droplet and a large ink droplet ejected in response to
the driving signal A. In a similar manner, the middle point between the hitting positions of the main particle and the
satellite particle is regarded as the hitting position of an ink droplet, so that the distance S13 between the large ink
droplet and the small ink droplet ejected in the inverted sequence in response to the driving signal B is determined.
The distances S3 and S13 calculated in this manner are used for a variety of calculations discussed above in the
embodiment. Like the embodiment discussed above, the second modification reduces the variation in distance between
two different types of dots, a medium dot and a small dot, in the structure with the print head that enables ejection of
both a main particle and a satellite particle. This accordingly ensures the excellent picture quality of the resulting printed
image.
[0138] The technique of the above embodiment ejects two different types of ink droplets having different sizes, that
is, a large ink droplet and a small ink droplet, in response to the driving signal COM. A third possible modification ejects
a plurality of ink droplets having a substantially fixed size in response to the driving signal COM. Like the embodiment
discussed above, this arrangement reduces the variation in inter-dot distance.
[0139] In the embodiment discussed above, the driving signal COM includes the first pulse and the second pulse for
ejecting two different types of ink droplets in one recording cycle corresponding to one pixel in recording. In a fourth
possible modification, the driving signal includes three or more pulses for ejecting three or more ink droplets.
[0140] Fig. 24 shows the waveform of the driving signal in the fourth modification. The driving signal includes a first
pulse, a second pulse, and a third pulse in one recording cycle corresponding to one pixel in recording. The first pulse
causes ejection of a small ink droplet, the second pulse causes ejection of a medium ink droplet, and the third pulse
causes ejection of a large ink droplet. The procedure of the fourth modification selects in advance two pulses among
the three options, in order to enable ejection of a specific combination of two ink droplets that maximizes a variation
in distance between the hitting positions of two ink droplets when the two ink droplets are ejected in the adjoining pixels
in response to the two selected pulses output in an ascending sequence (that is, in the sequence of the first pulse and
the second pulse) and in an inverted descending sequence (that is, in the sequence of the second pulse and the first
pulse). The procedure then specifies the first pulse, the second pulse, and the third pulse to satisfy Equation (24) given
below, with regard to the selected combination of two ink droplets.

[0141] Equation (24) shows that the variation D defined by Equation (20) is within half the size R of one dot, which
depends upon the printing resolution. When three or more ink droplets are recorded in one pixel, the arrangement of
the fourth modification enables the distance between the hitting positions of two ink droplets ejected in one pixel to be
within a predetermined value, with regard to the specific combination of two ink droplets that maximizes the variation

S1s = PG·Vc / Vms (21)

Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1) ≤ R/2 (24)
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in distance between the hitting positions of two ink droplets ejected in response to the two selected pulses output in
the ascending sequence and in the descending sequence. This technique effectively prevents deterioration of the
picture quality in the structure that enables three or more ink droplets to be recorded in one pixel.
[0142] In the embodiment discussed above, the piezoelectric elements are the deflective vibration type PZT. A ver-
tically-vibrating and laterally-affecting type PZT may be used instead. In the latter case, the charging and discharging
processes are reversed from those in the case of the deflective vibration type PZT. A variety of elements other than
the piezoelectric element, for example, a magnetic deflection element, is applicable for the pressure-generating ele-
ment. The principle of the present invention is also applicable to another available structure that supplies electricity to
a heater disposed in an ink conduit and causes ink droplets to be ejected by means of bubbles generated in the ink
conduit.
[0143] The present invention is not restricted to the above embodiment or its modifications, but there may be many
other modifications, changes, and alterations without departing from the scope of the main characteristics of the present
invention, which is limited only by the terms of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A printer that prints an image on a printing medium while carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative
to the printing medium, said printer comprising:

said print head that has a plurality of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating elements, which respectively
correspond to the plurality of nozzles, each of the pressure generating elements being driven in response to
a driving signal, so as to cause an ink droplet to be ejected from the corresponding nozzle against the printing
medium; and
a head driving control unit that controls the driving signal output to said print head and thereby causes said
print head to print an image on the printing medium,

wherein said head driving control unit comprises:

a driving signal generating unit that generates the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving pulse
and a second driving pulse in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse
causing a first ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first
driving pulse and causing a second ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles; and
a driving signal specification unit that specifies the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse, in order to
cause three factors, that is, an ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, an ejecting
speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, and a variation in time difference between the
first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are
respectively output to adjoining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a predetermined
relationship, which depends upon a distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, thereby causing
a variation in distance between a hitting position of the first ink droplet and a hitting position of the second ink
droplet when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels
in this sequence and in the inverted sequence to be within a preset value.

2. A printer in accordance with claim 1, wherein the predetermined relationship adopted in said driving signal spec-
ification unit is expressed by an inequality given below:

where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the
ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, TO denotes the variation in time difference
between the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, Vc denotes a
moving speed of said print head, PG denotes the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium, and
R denotes a size of one dot that depends upon a printing resolution.

3. A printer in accordance with claim 1, wherein the predetermined relationship adopted in said driving signal spec-
ification unit is expressed by an equation given below:

Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1) ≤ R/2
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where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the
ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, TO denotes the variation in time difference
between the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, and PG denotes
the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium.

4. A printer in accordance with claim 1, wherein said driving signal specification unit comprises:

a control quantity regulation unit that regulates a control quantity, in which only the variation in time difference
is variable among the three factors, so as to specify the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse.

5. A printer in accordance with claim 1, wherein said driving signal specification unit comprises:

a control quantity regulation unit that regulates a control quantity, in which only the ejecting speed of the first
ink droplet towards the printing medium and the ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing
medium are variable among the three factors, so as to specify the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse.

6. A printer in accordance with claim 1, wherein said print head generates a fine satellite particle in the process of
separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both the main particle and
the satellite particle, and

the distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the hitting position of the second ink droplet
regulated by said driving signal specification unit is calculated on the assumption that the hitting position of
each ink droplet is in the middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position of the satellite
particle.

7. A printer in accordance with claim 1, wherein said driving signal generating unit generates the driving signal that
selectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause at least three ink droplets to be ejected
from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, and

said driving signal specification unit applies the technique of specification of the first driving pulse and the
second driving pulse for a combination of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among ejection of
the at least three ink droplets in response to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize a variation
in distance between hitting positions of the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink droplets are
ejected in a certain sequence and in an inverted sequence.

8. A printer that prints an image on a printing medium while carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative
to the printing medium, said printer comprising:

said print head that has a plurality of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating elements, which respectively
correspond to the plurality of nozzles, each of the pressure generating elements being driven in response to
a driving signal, so as to cause an ink droplet to be ejected from the corresponding nozzle against the printing
medium;
a head driving control unit that generates the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving pulse and
a second driving pulse in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse causing
a first ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first driving pulse
and causing a second ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles, and outputs the driving signal to said
print head, thereby causing said print head to print an image on the printing medium; and
a platen gap specification unit that specifies a distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, in
order to cause three factors, that is, an ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, an
ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, and a variation in time difference between
the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse
are respectively output to adjoining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a prede-
termined relationship, which depends upon the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium,

1/Vm1 - 1/Vm2 = T0/PG
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thereby causing a variation in distance between a hitting position of the first ink droplet and a hitting position
of the second ink droplet when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to
the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence to be within a preset value.

9. A printer in accordance with claim 8, wherein said print head generates a fine satellite particle in the process of
separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both the main particle and
the satellite particle, and

the distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the hitting position of the second ink droplet
regulated by said platen gap specification unit is calculated on the assumption that the hitting position of each
ink droplet is in the middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position of the satellite particle.

10. A printer in accordance with claim 8, wherein said head driving control unit generates the driving signal that se-
lectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause at least three ink droplets to be ejected
from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, and

said platen gap specification unit applies the technique of specification of the distance from the nozzle of
interest to the printing medium for a combination of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among
ejection of the at least three ink droplets in response to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize
a variation in distance between hitting positions of the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink
droplets are ejected a certain sequence and in an inverted sequence.

11. A method of printing an image on a printing medium while carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative
to the printing medium, wherein said print head has a plurality of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating
elements, which respectively correspond to the plurality of nozzles, each of the pressure generating elements
being driven in response to a driving signal, so as to cause an ink droplet to be ejected from the corresponding
nozzle against the printing medium, said method comprising the step of:

(a) controlling the driving signal output to said print head and thereby causing said print head to print an image
on the printing medium,

wherein said step (a) comprises the steps of:

(a1) generating the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving pulse and a second driving pulse
in one printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse causing a first ink droplet
to be ejected from each of the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first driving pulse and causing
a second ink droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles; and
(a2) specifying the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse, in order to cause three factors, that is,
an ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, an ejecting speed of the second ink
droplet towards the printing medium, and a variation in time difference between the first driving pulse and
the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output
to adjoining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a predetermined relationship,
which depends upon a distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, thereby causing a variation
in distance between a hitting position of the first ink droplet and a hitting position of the second ink droplet
when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in
this sequence and in the inverted sequence to be within a preset value.

12. A method in accordance with claim 11, wherein the predetermined relationship adopted in said step (a2) is ex-
pressed by an inequality given below:

where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the
ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, TO denotes the variation in time difference
between the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, Vc denotes a
moving speed of said print head, PG denotes the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium, and
R denotes a size of one dot that depends upon a printing resolution.

Vc(T0 + PG/Vm2 - PG/Vm1) ≤ R/2
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13. A method in accordance with claims 11, wherein the predetermined relationship adopted in said step (a2) is ex-
pressed by an equation given below:

where Vm1 denotes the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, Vm2 denotes the
ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium, TO denotes the variation in time difference
between the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving
pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this sequence and in the inverted sequence, and PG denotes
the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium.

14. A method in accordance with claim 11, wherein said step (a2) comprises the step of:

regulating a control quantity, in which only the variation in time difference is variable among the three factors,
so as to specify the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse.

15. A method in accordance with claim 11, wherein said step (a2) comprises the step of:

regulating a control quantity, in which only the ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium
and the ejecting speed of the second ink droplet towards the printing medium are variable among the three
factors, so as to specify the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse.

16. A method in accordance with claim 11, wherein said print head generates a fine satellite particle in the process of
separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both the main particle and
the satellite particle, and

the distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the hitting position of the second ink droplet
regulated in said step (a2) is calculated on the assumption that the hitting position of each ink droplet is in the
middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position of the satellite particle.

17. A method in accordance with claim 11, wherein said step (a1) comprises the step of:

generating the driving signal that selectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause
at least three ink droplets to be ejected from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one
pixel in printing, and

said step (a2) comprises the step of:

applying the technique of specification of the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse for a combination
of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among ejection of the at least three ink droplets in response
to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize a variation in distance between hitting positions of
the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink droplets are ejected in a certain sequence and in an
inverted sequence.

18. A method of printing an image on a printing medium while carrying out a main scan that moves a print head relative
to the printing medium, wherein said print head has a plurality of nozzles and a plurality of pressure generating
elements, which respectively correspond to the plurality of nozzles, each of the pressure generating elements
being driven in response to a driving signal, so as to cause an ink droplet to be ejected from the corresponding
nozzle against the printing medium, said method comprising the steps of:

(a) generating the driving signal that selectively includes a first driving pulse and a second driving pulse in one
printing period corresponding to one pixel in printing, a first driving pulse causing a first ink droplet to be ejected
from each of the nozzles, a second driving pulse following the first driving pulse and causing a second ink
droplet to be ejected from each of the nozzles, and outputting the driving signal to said print head, thereby
causing said print head to print an image on the printing medium; and
(b) specifying a distance from a nozzle of interest to the printing medium, in order to cause three factors, that
is, an ejecting speed of the first ink droplet towards the printing medium, an ejecting speed of the second ink

1/Vm1 - 1/Vm2 = T0/PG
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droplet towards the printing medium, and a variation in time difference between the first driving pulse and the
second driving pulse when the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to ad-
joining pixels in this sequence and in an inverted sequence, to satisfy a predetermined relationship, which
depends upon the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium, thereby causing a variation in
distance between a hitting position of the first ink droplet and a hitting position of the second ink droplet when
the first driving pulse and the second driving pulse are respectively output to the adjoining pixels in this se-
quence and in the inverted sequence to be within a preset value.

19. A method in accordance with claim 18, wherein said print head generates a fine satellite particle in the process of
separating a main particle for creating each ink droplet from a flow of ink jet, and ejects both the main particle and
the satellite particle, and

the distance between the hitting position of the first ink droplet and the hitting position of the second ink droplet
regulated in said step (b) is calculated on the assumption that the hitting position of each ink droplet is in the
middle of a hitting position of the main particle and a hitting position of the satellite particle.

20. A method in accordance with claim 18, wherein said step (a) comprises the step of:

generating the driving signal that selectively includes at least three driving pulses, which respectively cause
at least three ink droplets to be ejected from each of the nozzles, in one printing period corresponding to one
pixel in printing, and

said step (b) comprises the step of:

applying the technique of specification of the distance from the nozzle of interest to the printing medium for a
combination of ejection of two ink droplets, which are selected among ejection of the at least three ink droplets
in response to the at least three driving pulses, in order to maximize a variation in distance between hitting
positions of the two selected ink droplets when the two selected ink droplets are ejected in a certain sequence
and in an inverted sequence.
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